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Senate switches sides; questions boycott
By Steve Webber
In opposition to the last major
action by the winter quarter
senate,
the present Senate
voted 11-5 with one abstention to
go on record against the boycott
of McDonald's and discontinue
all financial support of that
project.

Presented by senator-at-large
Roberta Marshall (f r Farmington), the main thrust of
the motion according to her was
to bring the Senate back to
working solely on campus
concerns rather than national
ones.

indicated, little manpower
support has been donated by the
Senate.

The primary question at hand
concerns the allocation of funds
that were made by the former
Senate, as opposed to the total
amount spent from the Senate
Though, as Senate president account.
Deborah Zitzow (sr-Moorhead)
The original motion indicated
only an allocation of $40, but
somehow another withdrawal
was made from the Senate
account for $35 without their
approval.

Indians co-operate in Tri-College

The omdbusman council, an
investigative agency of the
Senate, has been authorized to
determine the origin of the
second withdrawal and inform
the Senate of the repayment
status.
Heated debate followed the
Marshall motion, and
discussion was presented in an
alternating pro and con order to

Indian student organizations
at the three college ocampuses
in the Fargo-Moorhead area,
Concordia, North Dakota State
University and Moorhead State
College, last year sponsored
successful Indian weeks. This
year the Indian students of the
three colleges, in cooperation
with their counselors, have
decided to pull the three
colleges' resources together.

spring tug-of-war over Student
Activity Fees about to start again

Community and college
students will benefit by
a t t e n d i n g s e s s i o n s w i t h By Carol Braun
speakers on all three campuses
The Student Activity Budget
during the same week. More Committee is about to begin the
people in the FM, area will be process of recommending how
able to participate in the events. student fees money should be
This Tri-College Indian Week allocated to various campus
will take place April 2-7.
activities for the coming year,
according to Dr. Eugene
Philipps, chairman of the
Budget Committee and the
Economics Department.

Monday, April 2
9:00 a.m. — Eddie Benton, Urban Indians
10:00 a.m. — Stan Goodwin, Reservation, Concordia Chapel
10:00a.m. —Eddie Benton, Convention, Weld Auditorium, MSC
2:00 p.m. — Stan Goodwin, Reservation, Weld Auditorium, MSC
5:00 p.m. — Eddie Benton, Concordia
Tuesday, April 3
10:00 a.m. — Gerald Viznor, Convocation, Weld Auditorium, MSC
10:00a.m. — Leonard Crowdog, Sioux Holy Man, Concordia Chapel
2:00p.m. —Leonard Crowdog on a panel with Christian Ministers
Weld Auditorium, MSC
Wednesday, April 4
10:00 a.m.
Frank Annette,Concordia Chapel
10:00 a.m. — Jerry Buckanaga from Pine Point, Education
Convocation, Weld Auditorium MSC
2:30 p.m. — Televison special, Channel 6 WDAY
Thursday, April 3
10:00 a.m. — Florence Joshua, Concordia Chapel
10:00 a.m. — Indian Student Panel, NDSU
1:30 p.m. — Claude Red Hall, Reservation Politics, NDSU
2:00 p.m. — Student Panel, Weld Auditorium MSC
3:30 p.m. — Chaske Wicks, Development Specialist, NDSU
7:00 p.m. — Indian Fashion Show, Concordir
Friday, April 6
9:30 a.m. — Florence Joshua and Bob Fox, panel fadian Religion,
NDSU
10:00a.m.— Earl Old Person, Tribal Chairman, Concordia Chapel
1:20 p.m. — Dick Weet, Indian Art, NDSU
3:30 p.m. — Open Forum, Leonard Crowdog, Earl Old Person,
NDSU
7:00 p.m. — Pow Wow, Concordia
Saturday, April 7
2:00p.m. —Pow Wow, Campus School Gym, MSC
2:00p.m. — Sate wide Indian College Students Meeting, Minnesota
Union Ballroom, MSC
For further information Frank Annette 237-8695
Loye Lynk 236-2280
or Carol Hart 299-3513
Subject to change, EVERYONE INVITED !!!

Posters and buttons were sold
equally represent both
viewpoints.
to support the boycott, but
Secondary arguments center question still surrounds the
a r o u n d m i s c o n c e p t i o n s t h a t financing of this publicity.
students might have concerning
Sixteen of twenty students
the boycott, and the actual
amount of student support that contacted braved the cold
weather on the weekend
the project was drawing.
following quarter break to
Zitzow argued that no further picket on the sidewalk in front
funding would be required and of the Moorhead McDonald's on
it was not interfering with her 8th St.
S?nate responsibilities, but a
The future of this action
Forum story on the boycott
indicated that; "At the moment h o w e v e r n o w r e s t s o n
the students are organizing for w i l l i n g n e s s o f Z i t z o w t o
continue with a boycottwhich is
a greater effort."
clearly in opposition to the
wishes of the Senate.
The original motion to boycott
David Strauss (srMcDonald's was borne at the
last Senate meeting of winter Moorhead), the originator of the
quarter in protest of main motion to do the
McDonald's lobbying efforts in picketting, is now student
favor of a youth differential teaching following his stint as
amendment to the federal Senate president; and his
proposed minimum wage bill. contribution to the effort is
limited by his time in that area.

About 85 per cent of the
money to be divided by the
Budget Committee comes from
the $30 quarterly fees paid by
each student — $10.50 per
student per quarter. The other
15 per cent comes from money
taken in by some of the

activities through
admissions.

p a i d the Student Senate — Deborah
Zitzow
(sr-Moorhead),
president; Rick Lundeen (srThe first step in the process of Edina) vice president; Daryl
allocating this money requires Velo (so-Rothsay) treasurer
each advisor of an activity to a n d D a v e M a r t i n ( s o submit a budget request to the Moorhead), secretary, then
committee. The requests, reviews the requests.
which are due April 6, must
Since the budget is for next
show the amount of money that
is being requested and detail year, and it must be based on
projected enrollment, the
how it would be spent.
committee allows for a reserve
T h e B u d g e t C o m m i t t e e , cushion of extra money in case
c o m p o s e d o f P h i l i p p s , D r . there is an unanticipated
Robert MacLeod, vice president enrollment decline or certain
of student personnel services; activities don't bring in enough
D r . E a r l H e r r i n g , v i c e money. "We have just made it
president of administrative
...Continued on Page 7
affairs and the four officers of

mmm

Everybody wants a piece of the action at budget time.

Photo by Don

Haagenson.
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need more than a wall to talk to? try an open door*
By Theresa Land

When asked why she became
If you need someone to listen, involved with the Open Door
Open Door is here. Located in program a worker replied, "I
the lounge of South Snarr, the felt there was a real need for
Open Door began in January. students to talk with other
The primary aim is to offer an students, because there are an
opportunity for students with awful lot of lonely people
drug problems to discuss them around campus. We don't feel
as well as legal service, with w e ' r e q u a l i f i e d t o b e
professional
counselors,
other students.
because we're no better than
Not a counseling service, but anyone else, but rather just
a listening center, the Open students listening and caring
Door also advises students about other students."
about the existing campus
Although the Open Door's
services, such as the Counseling
and Personal Growth Center, initial purpose was primarily a
the Health Center, and the drug and alcohol drop-in center,
Financial Aid office. In emphasis is now focused on a
addition, the Open Door is a place where anyone can go if
referral service for those 'they are lonely and feel a need
students needing professional to talk.
Those students involved seem
assistance..
The Open Door is staffed to feel that the center is
solely by volunteer workers who progressing and being of help to
keep the center operating from students. More people are
12 p.m. to6 a.m. every day with aware of the Open Door's
someone on call from 6 a.m. to existence and utilizing its
Photo by Hal Velline
noon.
services.

r

BIKEWAV CKCLE CENTER'S

TROPHIES AND
WEDDING
INVITATIONS

Has Your Body
Been Bruised
Lately?
We'll Repair All
The Vital Parts
FREE ESTIMATES

NORTHWEST
AUTO BODY
1522 Main Ave./ Fargo

lightweight nylon
shirt
S A V E $ 2.f 3
regular *10.10

Go with the winner

keep you warm on
cool spring deysour ng
jacket is a real heavy on the fashio..

owl

Perfect for those sudden cool breezes
Made of easy-care nylon in navy,
green, red or light blue. \nd the

Grain Bel

price is a real lightweight, too!

BEER

e n \iu;k i t
<>n Sear?- Revolving Char

Distributed

By
Spanky Sullivan

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE

West Acres— Fargo
Phone 282-2972

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Your Money Back

PARKING. STORE HOURS
store at Sears, Roebuck and Co.
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MPIRG organizing for support and money
By Michelle Van Beek
Minnesota Public Interest
Research Group (MPIRG) on
Moorhead State campus failed
to get the 50 per cent student
support needed to continue
during spring registration.

However, according to Bruce
Miller of the MPIRG staff, the
MSC group is certain of raising
the present 41 per cent support
to he necessary 50 per cent
within he next two to three
weeks.

To do ths, MPIRG is in the projects are "off under our
process of hiring full-time belts" organization will follow.
organizers for the local group.
"We need experienced
Rev. Robert
Hudnut,
leadership here," Miller said, executive director of MPIRG,
"and you can't get that agreed that the key is
overnight."
organization. "Any reason for
so-called apathy of the students
He went on to say tht the MSC toward MPIRG is due to a lack
MPIRG has done a good job of organizers." He explained
with what it has, but "Afterall, that "it is essential to have a
it is a new group, and good organizer to move any
organization takes time." He large group of people to move
said that as soon as substantial on a given interest project."

Hudnut said that
approximately one per cent of
any student body is ready to
go without a "push" on an in
terest project. However, there
must be an impetus for the
remaining 99 per cent. He feels
that one of the main ways to
stimulate this interest is
through credits towards
graduation given for work on
MPIRG.

Besides bringing in outside
organizers, MSC MPIRG
members are personally
contacting students who didn't
donate their dollar and
conducting meetings to inform
students about MPIRG in each
dorm. "And we won't stop
there," said Miller. "After that,
we'll go door to door to talk to
students about the importance
of MPIRG at MSC."

"Doing this," he said, "is in
the best interest of both
students and faculty. It
stimulates the students' interest
through credit, and hopefully,
the faculty's interest in
education."

Though MPIRG needs an
additional 9 per cent student
support to continue at MSC,
members don't feel that this is a
major crisis. "We are in a tight
bind," Miller said, "but we can
get out of it when students see
what MPIRG is trying to do."

MFT and IFO
still squaring off
A faculty-organizing hearing
was held Monday, March 26, in
Moorhead under the auspices of
the Minnesota Bureau of
Mediation, with Lyle Horton of
St. Paul, deputy director,
presiding.
Julie Woodson, Playboy's Miss April, appeared recently in Fargo
and Moorhead to the delight of many MSC students.

Basic plans for faculty
evaluations are nearing
completion.
Hopefully, pre
liminary forms will be given
to students by mid-quarter and
final evaluations will be out by
pr-registration.
The objective of the guide will
be to provide useful, descriptive
and relevant information to
assist students in choosing
courses and instructors.
Evaluations will take place in
two parts. Faculty will be
responding to questions dealing
with exams, attendance
objectives, and their approach
to materials. The student form

will be an adjective description
of both course and teacher. A
short series of yes and no
questions will also be included.
Classes that do not fall into
the general format such as lab
classes, art, music, etc., will be
evaluated in a different
manner.
Department chairmen will be
approached for input. Student
suggestions are also welcome.
The means of distribution has
not yet been decided but the
evaluations will definitely be
available to every MSC student.
If finances allow, a booklet may
be published.

The IFO, in its initial
bargaining efforts required by
the new labor act, has tended to
include many administrators,
supervisors with regular
faculty.

The hearing was held because
the Minnesota Federation of
Teachers (MFT), an AFL-CIO
affiliate organization, contends
that the Inter-Faculty
Organization (IFO), which
Besides this difference in
formerly served as the views regarding who should be
Senator Roberta Marshall (frbargaining agent for all state included in the major group
Farmington) a member of the
college faculty in Minnesota, negotiated for, the hearing
faculty evaluations committee,
has not been duly elected by the brought out that there also are
stated, "Although the
state college faculty under differing views between the two
evaluations cannot be used
terms of a recent Minnesota organizing groups concerning
officially for hiring and firing, labor act.
the handling of bargaining for
they could be influential in
the faculty on each campus.
deciding what tenure instructor
The MFT challenge brought
are cut. This is not an objective,
to a halt work the IFO had The IFO, with a long history
however." Marshall also
started to conduct for the 1973- of representing all faculty on all
stressed the importance of
75 biennium salaries with the seven Minnesota State College
student enthusiasm.
legislature and State College campuses before the State
Board.
College Board, apparently
The committee is presently
would tend towards working for
unsure of how much oppositon
The MFT
Roger Peterson, attorney for all as a group.
they will encounter but are sure
the MFT, claimed at the indicates that it would handle
many departments will be very
hearing that those faculty negotiations, if eventually
helpful and receptive. Cautions
members
h o l d i n g chosen as the official faculty
have been taken to prevent
administrative and supervisory representative, on behalf of the
instructors from feeling
jobs at the state colleges should faculty from each state college
threatened by the evaluations.
not be covered in bargaining campus separately.
Photo by Tom Tollefson

evaluation approaching reality
By Kim Snyder

negotiations between the State
College Board and faculty
members, who carry a heavier
load than administrators and
supervisors.

changes are evident in the area

By Julie Henderson
Are student politics changing was named, and the first
on the Moorhead campuses?
woman vice-president in 50
years.
Recent elections would
It is difficult to say if the
appear to indicate a growing
increased
interest and the
interest in the area. Moorhead
results
of
the
elections were
State College in the last S udent
caused
by
a
movement,
or were
Senate election had a choice for
natural
occurrence.
a
president for the first time in
four years.
Eric Fontaine, a science and
English major from
Concordia College had five
Washington, D.C., is
candidates in its primary, an
Concordia's new Student
usually large number. And 50
President. He definitely does
per cent of the student body
not feel his ticket won on a
voted, again a large number.
"sympathy" vote, or for any
similar cause, for two reasons.
Both elections turned out
some interesting results. At First, they ran against a female
MSC, a woman was elected president candidate, and two,
Senate President for the first there are only 70 Black students
at Concordia, hardly enough to
time in several years.
carry a majority of the 2,400
At Concordia, the First Black students.
Student Association President

Fontaine has goals in many
areas. He has worked on the
college paper, the Concordian,
and would like to see it
"asserting itself." I plan to let
the editor know I back free
speech. I don't believe they
should let anyone intimidate
them."
He also plans to increase
student input in departments;
focus attention on what is
happening around the students,
starting with the campus and
branching out; increase
awareness of government and
work for better representation
in government.
Fontaine hs been active in
various affairs at Concordia,
including serving as Student

Senate President, an office
separate from the Student
Association President. The Lat
ter is the official representative
of the students before the
administration, and has the
power to sign laws, ask for
money and make appointments.
His other activities have
included writing poetry.
In
fact, he recently won a creative
writing contest at Concordia.
Fontaine emphasizes the fact
that there was a definite
adjustment in moving to
Moorhad, academic, but more
social. "The fact that you're in a
minority is very clear," he
says. But he also says, "I don't
consider myself a weak person,
and I don't think I'll be a weak
president."

Photo by Roger Hunt
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editorial
By Steve Webber
After a very, very long wait it appears students at
Moorhead State College now have a Student Senate they can
be proud of and look to as being truly representative of their
viewpoint.
At their weekly meeting the Senate voted 11-5 with one
abstention to sever all connections with the boycott of
McDonald's action which was begun at the last winter
quarter Senate meeting.
After very lengthy debate, which was divided pro and con
alternately in order to equally represent both viewpoints,
one issue remained supreme — that
the
Senate
concern
itself with campus issues before tackling
national ones.
It is indeed refreshing to see campaign promises kept
instead of broken as in the past.
Students can now look for some light at the end of the
tunnel after living under the backdoor politics that talked
faculty evaluation, student power and student discounts;
while on the other hand acting against McDonald's, fasting
Kise Commons, and waiting for "tricky Dick" to make his
next move so they could play the role of student activist.
An effective Student Senate is one that concerns itself
with campus issues first on campus issues only. It does not
use those issues as an excuse for something to do between
national protests.
The passing of the motion against the boycott only limits
expenditures of Senate money, time and manpower. It does
not stop Zitzow and former Senate president David Strauss
(sr-Moorhead) from continuing in their attempt to affect
the lobbying of a national corporation.
They will probably go on forming position papers and
writing letters that are useless, but the decision Zitzow will
now have to make is whether that action will interfere with
the obviously more pressing campus-related Senate issues.
The question that she will have to answer for the Senate
and the Student body is: will she follow her predecessor and
carry the protest torch, or follow the main body of senators
that want to work for the students here at Moorhead State.

advocate
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2562. The advocate
is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detroit Lakes,
MN, and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for. publication, any story or feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: a) typewritten on one side of paper only,
b) with typewritten lines 65 spSces wide and c) double spaced between lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be-turned in. Noon the Monday
before is the deadline for material to be published Thursday of that week.
Steve Webber
Julie Henderson
Webb White
Don Haagenson
Jeff Tiedeman
Phil Hilker
Ron Wood
Advertising Staff
Circulation
Cartoonist
Secretaries
Copy desk

Editor
Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Photography Chief
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Layout Consultant
Nancy Bond, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K chapter & Roger Hunt
Don Garey
Debbie Kirschbaum, Gail Bancroft
Jan Fredrickson, Joette Schneider,
Mark Jackson, Dorina Bart, Gnil Bancroft,
Kegira Larson

Writers and Photographers: Donna Bart, Ryan Bakken, Nancy Beeson, Lynne
Bell, Dave Benning, Carol Braun, Gayle Cossette, Paula Dammel, Russ Falk,
Jean Farrand, Bruce Hanson, Kurt Hegland, Chuck Holm, Roger Hunt, Theresa
Land, Jeff Liss, Sandy Moses, Colleen Oien, Phil Powell, Mary Runck, Peg Shea,
Kim Snyder, John Sutter, Tom Tollefson, Michelle Van Beek and Mary Ann
Young.

Dear Editor:
Twice in the last few issues of
the Advocate you have
reprinted letters criticizing
your acceptance of an
advertisement ridiculing
women. You choose to ignore
the protest. Why? It seems to
us in an age when minorities
and women are yearning to
achieve a self-concept more in
tune with reality the student
press, in particular, ought to
support all such efforts. We are
sending a copy of this letter and
a clipping of your "body shop"
ad to the Human Relations
Commission on this campus to
investigate whether you are in
violation of human rights
according to the State of
Minnesota and the State Board
Rules.
In any event you ought to
refrain from using such a
vulgar tactic for supporting the
paper financially since at the
same time it supports the
degradation of human beings.
Yours truly, — Bella Kranz!
Education; Eileen Human!
Human Relations Director;
Joyce Flint, Humanities; Ann
Bructon,
Soc.-Anthropology;
and Sylvia Kruger, Humanities'.

To The Editor:
The Advocate took a giant step
backward when it printed an
item called "Senate Shotgun"
by Phil Powell, I say
"backward" because I thought
the days of yellow journalism
and sensationalism were over.
Yet Powell has succeeded in
using the college newspaper as
a personal weapon.
He claimed his weapon was a
shotgun. I disagree — a shotgun
barrel is pointed between one's
eyes. Powell, on the contrary,
preferred to stab in the back. If
he wished to inform the whole
student body that in his opinion
there are two senators who have
contributed
nothing
"significant," (I might add that
one has held her position only
two weeks) why did he lack the
courage to mention names?
Powell preferred to strike out at
the Greeks; he labelled Sandra

Steger and myself as "our two
ADPI'ers", then cynically
commented on "the new Greek
image."
As soon as I've finished wip
ing off the mud he's slung I will
be quick to point out that we
are individuals and ought not to
be stereotyped. Secondly, both
s e n a t o r s mentioned are
involved in such programs as
student
o r i e n t a t i o n , the
bookstore board, and a new
tutoring program — and Powell
was well aware of this.
Certainly this involvement goes
much deeper than playing cards
at a Senate meeting, as Powe
and a colleague once did.
Maybe my contributions don t
seem significant to Powe
because his vision is blinded y
sincelS£
liis halo.
SUELOECK
Sena tor-at-Lar£e
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legislature affairs report

D the editor
To The Editor:
I belive the current boycott of
Thus it would appear, at first
McDonald's, though well glance, that an increase in the
intended, is resting on some minimum wage would be a sure
rather vulnerable logic.
way of getting rid of obnoxious
little Ronald McDonald.
A recent flyer ("Why Boycott H o w e v e r , g i v e n A m e r i c a n
McDonald's") informs us that ingenuity, a way might be found
McDonald's is lobbying, in to prolong
his life. For
effect, for an exemption from a example, the management
proposed increase in the m i g h t f i n d t h a t i t c o u l d
Federal minimum wage. It maintain its present cost
argues, and rightly so, that position by automating its
workers receiving the current operation and cutting back on
minimum wage cannot cope the number of employees. Or, it
with the rising cost of living. It might accept a temporary
further recognizes that the imbalance in the budget and
labor force serving this industry attempt
to buy up all the
is comprised primarily of independent operations so that
teenagers and college students. it could control the mrket
It implies that that information sufficiently to raise prices at
alone should be enough to move will.
us to the barricades.
No matter how you look at it,
At the risk of being tagged an it does not appear that an
apologist for the establishment, i n c r e a s e i n t h e F e d e a l
I would like to suggest that we minimum wage will assist these
give the matter a bit more workers in their struggle
thought. If we assume for a a g a i n s t r i s i n g p r i c e s . I f
moment that the fast-food McDonald's were forced out of
i n d u s t r y i s r e l a t i v e l y business and unaffected local
competitive (I am aware of no establishments were allowed to
evidence that would contradict prevail, wages would remain
tiiis assumption), and analyze the same. If McDonald's were
the proposal with reference to to automate its operation and
i t s p o s s i b l e e f f e c t s i n a cut back on employment, many
c o m p e t i t i v e m a r k e t , who are struggling at the
McDonald's opposition to the present wage would be out of
. increase and my concern ove
jobs completely. Finally, if the
their being forced into it may market were monopolized, the
become more understandable. resulting price increases would
wipe out any gain in real wages
Unlike monopolistic or mon- afforded by the minimum wage.
. opsonistic firms, a com
Instead of attempting to
petitive enterprise must sell
its product at the price set in d i c t a t e w a g e s t h r o u g h
the market place by the forces legislation such as this, I think
of supply and demand. Assum our purposes would be better
ing that consumers will buy the served by the institution of a
cheapest of several identical general income supplement
items, and that businessmen such as a negative income tax.
will attempt to corner as much This would appear to be a much
of the market as possible surer way of achieving that
(which will require them to sorely needed redistribution of
produce the item in the most income.
efficient-cheapest-way possible,
However, before we tear
and to lower their price until
their income just covers their down the barricades, we might
costs), it follows that, at any look at the boycott from another
given time, the market price angle-nutrition. It seems to me
will also be the lowest possible. that the whole concept of "eat
and run" flies in the face of
I f t h e j o i n t c o n f e r e n c e sensible eating habits. Perhaps
committee comes back with an we'd all be better served if
across the board increase in the Ronald were sent home to
minimum wage, it would put mother for a good home-cooked
McDonald's in a very trying meal.
RAY COFFIN
dilemma. Faced with a
712 Neumaier
substantial increase in labor
costs, the firm might do one of
two things. On the one hand, it
•could attempt to pass the
increase on directly to the
consumer in the form of higher
prices; or, on the other, it could
hold its prices constant and
attempt to absorb the increase.
In the long run neither is an
acceptable solution (to
McDonald's) because both
would result in their being
forced out of business. In the
first case because local firms
not effected by the Federal
legislation would be able to
offer lower prices; and in the
second because,as I indicated
above, the firm is already
"operating in the most efficient
way possible and a further
increase in cost would mean
that at that price the firm would
be operating at a loss.

proposal seeks student jobs
Summer jobs are
increasingly more difficult to
find. Many times next year's
attendance at college depends
on the ability to find summer
employment. The State of
Minnesota may come to the
rescue of youths between 14 and
21 who need a job for the
summer.

the Neighborhood Youth Corps.
The bill will be funded with $6
million, according to the
version which passed out of a
Senate subcommittee March 26.
People from low-income
families will be given first
consideration but many middleclass students will also have a
chance for employment.

Duluth Representatives Jim
Ulland, Republican, and Jack
LaVoy, DFL, along with Duluth
Senator Sam Solon, DFL, have
introduced legislation aimed at
employing young people during
the summer months.

By Mark E. Johnson
there are several reasons for a
legislator to vote in favor of it.

The most obvious is the high
unemployment rate for those
between 18 and 21. The rate
fluctuates between 15 and 20 per
cent.
There is also a need to get
many of these jobs done but
little monetary motiviation for
private business toget involved.
Penny also has said many
legislators feel this program
will be an educational
experience in that it will teach
students how to work.

There will be almost three
thousand jobs created,
scattered among many
different fields. They will
include such areas as picking up
litter and building bicycle
paths. Many of these jobs will
be the type that ordinarily
Finally, Senate author Solon
The
jobs will be created would not be done by private gave this as a reason for
primarily in state agencies. enterprise.
passage of the bill — without
Some of the funds will be used to
summer work for youth,
take the place of federallyTim Penny, MSCSA lobbyist, Minnesota may have a very
funded work projects, such as believes the bill will pass since long hot summer.

Senate majority drops boycott

By Lynne Bell

A vote of 11-5-1 ended the
Student Senate support of the
McDonald's boycott at the
March 26 Student Senate
Meeting. The motion, read by
Senator Roberta Marshall (frFarmington) stated that there
seemed to be limited student
support of the boycott, and that
the Senate would be more
effective in staying with
matters that directly affect the
student body.
President Debbie Zitzow (srMoorhead), argued since this
boycott was against
McDonald's efforts to obtain a
sub-minimum wage for
students, it does affect the
students directly.

Senator Bruce Anderson (jrMoorhead) offered a motion
giving the Council on Student
Affairs the task of discovering
principles students may use to
appeal the grade a teacher has
given them and then setting up
appeals procedures. The
recommendations of this
committee would go to both the
Faculty Senate and President
Rolland Dille for approval.
More
committee
appointments were made, with
Susan Hunt (so-Redwood Falls)
being appointed to the
Committee on Educational
Relations, David Dobemeir
(so-Barnesville)
to the TriCollege Committee and Corrine
Iverson (fr-Fereus Falls) to the

Planning and Development
Committee.
Two motions were defeated
during the Student Senate
meeting.
The first concerned forming
an ad hoc committee to work
with the Minnesota Public
Interest Research Group in
making a survey of FargoMoorhead meat suppliers to
find the best bargain on meat.
The other motion delt with the
Senate going on record in favor
of the gun control legislation
currently in the Minnesota
Legislature.

senate shotgun

When asked how the Senate
had financially supported the
boycott, Treasurer Daryl Velo
(so-Rothsay) said the
expenditure of $40 from the
Senate funds was originally
approved, but somehow another By Phil Powell
£
£
$35 had been taken for posters
and buttons. However, with the The twelve-bore terror rides again ...
sale of the boycott buttons, part
of this money had been
I hate people who say "I told the Senate crusading for, of all
returned.
you so." Now I'll put myself in things, gun control.
that same category. I recently
In regard to the expenditure praised the Senate for a new era
Areas to watch? I'd suggest
of $35, which wasn't approved of maturity. I may have had that our faculty get off their
by the Senate, a motion was some cause to doubt this praise, duffs on the matter of faculty
p a s s e d a s k i n g t h e but not any longer. I told you so. evaluation by students or they
Ombudsman's Committee to Your Senate is aimed at m a y f i n d t h e m s e l v e s
inquire into the expenditure of matters of primary concern to unilaterally evaulated.
Senate funds.
the students that put them in
I'd also suggest the
office.
A motion was also passed
administration hunker down
asking that an audit of the
At Monday's meeting they and prepare for a new con
treasurer's books be available d u m p e d t h r e e s e p a r a t e frontation in the area of use
at the next meeting.
attempts to divert the energy of of student activity funds. These
the Senate into nonproductive are students monies, exacted
areas. The Senate ended its f r o m t h e s t u d e n t s a n d ,
R u l e s w e r e t e m p o r a r i l y support of the McDonald's supposedly to be expended on
suspended while the Senate B o y c o t t . I n s o d o i n g , i t the students. Why can they not
discussed the funding of the d i s c o v e r e d t h e w r o n g f u l be expended by the students?
M i n n e s o t a S t a t e C o l l e g e misappropriation of activities
Student Association lobbyist. monies by persons concerned
The final area for
development is that of student
with the boycott.
Senators have committed
involvement. Expect the Senate
themselves to paying MSCSA at
The Senate also dumped a to push the idea that until the
least $150 — but, under an proposal by Rick Lundeen (sr- students are called on to make
e a r l i e r M S C S A a g r e e m e n t , Edina) that would have, in some cor crete contribution to
each of the state colleges was to effect, turned the senators into the running of this college —
pay $500 to support the lobbyist. meat inspectors. Paul Johnson and not just to pay lip service to
A memorandum from Chan (so-Moorhead) was particularly a n a d m i t t e d l y e f f i c i e n t
c e l l o r G . T h e o d o r e M i l a u h a s sage on this point and also has administration — the spirit and
made it illegal for student displayed a very valuable espirit of Moorhead State
activity funds to be used to knowledge of Robert's Rules. students will decline. I expect
directly fund a lobbyist, so some
the Senate to take the forefront
other method must be found to
The Senate also scrapped a in pioneering a real student
raise the necessary amount of proposal from Deb Zitzow (sr- involvement in the operation of
money.
Moorhead) that would have had this institution.
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Benning.
Story and photos by David

The Planetarium's new projector (left) and the control board.

'Are the Stars in Tonight?'
The finishing touches have
Unlike the old projector, the
been completed on Moorhead A-4A will be able to be
State College's planetarium.
programmed like a computer to
Installation of the new projector simulate the celestial motions
was completed last week.
of the stars and planets. Once
programmed, the operator just
The new projector, a Spitz A- pushes a button to run the show.
4A, replaces the Spitz A-4, This is an improvement over
which was installed when the the A-4 which had to be
planetarium opened last spring. manually controlled. The new
projector also has a six channel
According to Dr. James stereo sound system that can be
Wertz, assistant professor of used for a variety of special
physics and astronomy, the effects.
Spitz A-4A was the projector
originally specified in the
contract for the planetarium.
But, the A-4A projector was not
available at the time, so the A-4
was substituted until the A-4A
projector became available.

Besides the main projector,
there are about 30 auxiliary
projectors in the cove around
the bottom edge of the
planetarium's
dome.
Connecting all these various
items to the master control
panel is nearly a mile of wiring
hidden in the floors, ceiling and
walls.
As of now, most of the
contracted work is complete,
but some parts have yet to be
installed. Among these is the
memory unit that will be
programmed to run the
projector. The final work is
expected to be finished this
summer.

spi" c°mpany'

A closeupof the intricate innards of the control board.

(cont. from Page 1)
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April 6 first deadline in faster schedule
with the cushion the last few
"I have always favored a
years," Philipps said.
modest admission charge for
many activities," Philipps
In deciding^how much money continued. "This gives us an
will be allotted each activity, idea of student priorities —
according to Philipps, the what students are willing to pay
committee examines such for. Also, some people want
factors as how many students more in the way of activities
participate in the activity, how than others and should be
many view it, whether or not it willing to pay more."
has grown and its popularity.
According to the State College
"We don't have any set Board Rules and Regulations,
formula," Philipps said. "No recreational, social, welfare
program is sacred and there is and educational activities are
always room for a new required to be offered as
request."
supplements to regular
cirricular offerings.

After the Budget Committee
draws up its budget proposal, it
is sent to the Student Senate.
"We need help from the Senate
to know how students feel about
different activities," Philipps
said. "It's impossible for seven
people to act as God and make
everyone happy."

officers. They have attended all
of our meetings and we rely on
them to convey our reasoning to
the Senate."

doing any of this after the
students leave for the summer.
They have a right to know what
decisions were made."

The Senate and Budget
Committee will forward their
recommendations to President
Roland Dille by April 19. Dille
has the final word on the form
the budget will take, according
to Philipps. The schedule calls
for the final version of the
budget to be sent to the State
College Board by May 18.

This year, for the first time,
the Budget Committee held an
advance meeting of the activity
advisors in order to hear
complaints, ideas and improve
the operation plan, Philipps
said. He plans to continue to
hold these meetings each year.

Once the proposal is sent to
the Senate, which is scheduled
to be April 16, the Senate goes
over the proposal at a meeting,
that in past years, has been
"We have discussed ways to
known to last until 3 a.m. "It
streamline the process,"
wouldn't have to be a marathon
"We plan to stick to the Philipps said, "but there
meeting," Philipps said. "It schedule firmly," Philipps said. doesn't seem to be any other
Philipps cited intramurals depends on the skill of the "There is no way we will be democratic way to do it."
and athletic events as
examples of recreational
activities, organizations for
foreign and minority students
and insurance for students
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323
participating in college
activities as welfare, and the
forensics, music and theatre
"One is a
programs as educational.

BELiF

Town And Country Flowers

BUSTER Say It With A Flower

"There are no uninteresting
things, there are only un
interested people." (G. K.
Chesterton)

College Seniors, College
Grads, Master Degrees

"The Student Union Planning
Board gets a good chunk of the
budget," Philipps said. "The
Union is the focal point of
campus social activities."

reasonable
challenge"

auto dine
10th and Main, Moorhead

PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY

GOD
THE TRI-C01LEGE UNIVERSITY

How many of you have
wondered if you could be
successful in the insurance
business? We have a system
that can pretty much
determine whether or not you
will be successful. Remember,
we will not hire you if we don't
think you can make it. Our 93year-old company has a 3-year
training program with a good
income while you are learning.
So, if you have always dreamed
of earning $25,000-$30,000 per
year, and would like to find out
if you have a chance to
succeed, why not give us a call.
Remember, t h e r e is no
obligation on either side, and
your
interest will be
completely confidential. Call
Gordon Stensgard, Manager.
The Bankers Life, at 293-5903,
located at 806 Black Building,
Fargo.

presents

a
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LAR LUBOVITCH DANCE CO

Friday Match 30
Saturday March 31

MSC Center lor the Arts
NDSU Festival Hall

PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND

MINNESOTA ORCHESTRA
Sunday. April 1

8 15pm
8 15pm

Monday. April 2 - MSC Comstock Union - 8 15 p i

C o n c o r d i a Memor i a l A u d i t o r i u m 4 0 0 p m

For Ticket Information,
call the respective schools
Concordia

WEST ACRES
NEORSTTIIFO OIAMOMO O.NOS

DIAMOND CENTER

Students with ID's —
General Admissron Reserved —

299 4000

MSC 236 22/1
NOSU 237 8241

• V .»J
"M

aS
i

JACQUES LOUISSIER - Monday. April 9 - NDSU Festival Hall

8 15 p m.

$100
$2 00
$3.00

Williams' best
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'Menagerie' is spring play
Tennessee Williams memory
play, "The Glass Menagerie,"
is the Moorhead State College
Theatre Department's spring
production. It stars Peter
Williamson (gr-Moorhead), Bev
Nordstrom (jr-Eagle Bend),
Faye Couch (so-Rapid City) and
Jeff Koep (jr-Brainerd). Dr.
Patrick McDonough is
directing.
"Menagerie" recreates
Williams' personal vision of his

Southern family prior to World
War II. The characters are
thinly veiled portraits of his
mother, sister, a family friend
and himself. His travelling
salesman father is present only
in a photograph.
"Menagerie,"
which
Williams has called his best
play, will be presented in the
Center for the Arts on April 5-7.
Student tickets are 75 cents with
ID.

Amanda (Faye Couch) escapes
into the past while Laura (Bev
Nordstrom) looks on with
amazement.

Laura (Bev Nordstrom) tries to
overcome her shyness with the
help of her gentleman caller
(Jeff Koep).

Photos by Kurt Hegland

'Cat' is emotion packed
By Julie Henderson

'Knots' could not
retie loose ends
By Phil Hilker

Therefore, when the
"Knots and Other Hang-Ups" ends.
was the best Readers Theatre players tried to undo the knots
production this year. It was at the close of the play, they
beautifully cast, directed and were feebly unable.
staged in addition to being a
delightful and oftentimes
"Knots" was highlighted by
confusing piece of satire.
the performances of Sundstad
and Anderson. Anderson was
T h e c a s t i n c l u d e d E d brilliant during his childhood
Anderson (so-Pelican Rapids), reminiscence of stealing bubble
Brenda Hoekstra (so-Marion), g u m a n d t h e g u i l t t h a t
Margaret Reimler (jr-Brooklyn accompanied his thieving.
Center), Kevin Sauter (jr- However, Sundstad gave a most
Richfield), Dan Stardig (fr- s e n s i t i v e p e r f o r m a n c e ,
Vergas), Gavin Stevens (sp- especially when looking back on
M o o r h e a d ) , M a r y B e t h her youth, her movie magazine
Sundstad (so-Perley) and Jan c r a z e a n d h e r u n f u l f i l l e d
Vermilyea (jr-Austin).
wishes to be a Hollywood star.
The players were all dressed
in black formals and performed
in a cabaret-like atmosphere,
driving home even further the
notion that all the world is a
stage and that life is a cabaret.
As the actors moved about the
stage speaking in endlessly
ridiculous circles, it became
evident that not only were they
tying verbal knots, but also one
big physical, tangible knot. The
only problem with the knots was
that there were so many loose

Reimler and Vermilyea also
deserve mention for their
exceptional line readings. Both
were surprisingly good, as was
the rest of the cast.
"Knots and Other Hang-Ups"
may not have been the popular
favorite Readers Theatre
production this year (that was
"Jonathan Livingston
Seagull"). But it just may have
been the best piece of Readers
Theatre to ever come to
Moorhead State College.

"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," a
play full of raging emotions and
deep characterizations, opened
attheF-M Community Theatre
last weekend. Performances
will continue March 30-April 1.

Knudson and Big Mama
(Linda Russell) are wonderful
characters: Knudson blustering
over the entire cast and Russell
playing the long-suffering
Southern wife, maintaining a
constant facade of contentment.

"Cat," by Tennessee
Williams, is a very difficult play
With each performance, the
for an amateur group to Theatre group brings their
attempt, but the F-M players actors closer to the audience,
came through admirably.
Especially good are Margaret
(Mary Lindely), Brick (Robert
Feder) and Big Daddy (Kurt
Knudson), especially since
there is a constant temptation to
compare them to Liz Taylor,
Paul Newman, and Burl Ives,
who handled the parts in the
film.
By Sandy Moses
But all three manage to stand
on their own. The parts call for
Going to see John Denver was
extreme ranges of emotions, like going to eat at McDonald's.
and most of the play is carried Not only was it a musically
through on constant climaxes. filling meal, but it seemed like
There is little time for the we got change back from our
actors or audience to relax.
few dollars.

which is made possible by the
thrust stage of the playhouse.
The Theatre seems to be feeling
more at home in the playhouse,
more sure of themselves. And
the performances are betting
better.
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" runs
at 8:15 p.m. March 30-April 1.

Denver sang alone
and gave it his all

Lindely plays a nervous
Maggie the Cat, suffering from
extreme sexual frustation. Her
whining voice gets a little
difficult to listen to after a time,
but not nearly so hard as Mae
(Noella Kuntz). While her
performance is good most of the
time, providing the comic re
lief, the final scene when she
sees her husband losing the
inheritance gets a little carried
away, a little too much like a
child throwing a temper
tantrum.

Denver did not use the typical
warm-up group that usually
preceeds the top-billed
entertainer. In fact, he had no
trouble in creating a rapport
with his fans that lasted
throughout the evening.

"Leaving on a Jet Plane." He
also gave the audience a
preview of songs that will be
appearing on his not-yetreleased album.

The former Edinan
repeatedly used aged cliches in
his monologues. "It freaked me
out" and "far out" may seem a
bit dated, but somehow they
were enthusiastically
welcomed.

Denver's concert was a fresh
new approach in musical
With his unique voice — clear, entertainment. He never let his
strong, and moving — Denver audience down, giving them two
sang such favorites as "Rocky and one-half hours of pure
Mountain High," "Take Me
Denver. It was nice to get your
Home Country Road" and money's worth for a change.

Boyle steals 'Steelyard Blues'
By Russ Falk
Can a young, daring and not
so intelligent demolition driver
return from jail and find true
happiness in America, even
though his old girl friend is now
a high-classed whore; his
brother, who hates him and has
"sent him up" several times is
now an aspiring district
attorney and most of his friends
are renegades from mental
institutions and criminals from
justice?
Jesse Veldin (Donald
Sutherland) in "Steelyard
Blues" is "tough, but not
dangerous yet." He has been, is
and always will be a demolition
car driver. But Jesse is
sidelined in his pursuit to
occupy the driver's seat of a '50
Studebaker.

Iris (Jane Fonda), Jesse's
girl and lady of the night, leads
Jesse into a friendship with an
immature Naval airplane
mechanic who just happens to
come across a wrecked, vintage
aircraft. He buys it for a small
sum (2,500 dollars) and
proceeds to repair this
irreparable wreck. Iris
redecorates the interior of the
plane while Jesse plays
mechanic. Despite several vain
attempts by the authorities to
stop them, Jesse and his gang
ride off into the sunset and live
happily ever after.
Jane Fonda gives a fair
performance as an illustrious
hooker who seems willing to
give it all up for a ride in the

Thief is
a jewel
By Phil Hilker

"The Thief Who Came to
Dinner" is a little gem of a
movie that establishes Ryan
O'Neal as a pretty classy
gentleman. He was America's
sweetheart in television's
"Peyton Place." Then he
stooped to the dregs of acting
when he starred with Ali
McGraw in "Love Story."
Last year, though, he began
the uphill climb, playing the
perfect foil to Barbra
Streisand's antics in "What's
Up, Doc?" Now, O'Neal comes
triumphantly to the screen
playing a nice-guy jewel thief
opposite snakey Jacqueline
Bisset.

remodeled aircraft to a place
"where there ain't no jails."
However "Steelyard Blues"
would only be a so-so comedy
without the superb acting of
Peter Boyle.
Boyle, who plays Eagle, a
recent graduate of a
recreational institute for the
mentally handicapped, acts as a
catalyst between the daring
Jesse, the dumb Navy
mechanic and the devious Iris.
Boyle is the herb, if it can be
said that this movie has a hero.
He is delightfully amusing and,
although he plays a character of
below normal intelligence, we
can see in him a little of the
zaniness and childishness we all
have at times.

IIIIMIHiill
Fri. —6:30,9:40
Sat.-Sun. — 12:10,3:20, 6:30,9:40
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^ntertainm^
March 29 — Jacqueline Bjone and Donna Wassmund, Sr'.
vocal recital, Festival Hall, NDSU, 8:15 p.m.
March 30-April 1 — "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof", F-M
Community Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
March 30 — "The Cameraman," SUPB film with Buster
Keaton, CMU Lounge, 8 p.m., free.
March 30 — Military Ball, Holiday Inn, Fargo, NDSU, 8
p.m.
March 30 — Lar Lubovitch Dance Company, Culture
Bash, CA Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., $1 students.
March 30 — Beaux Arts Ball, Moorhead Armory, NDSU, 9
p.m.
March 31 — Randolph A. Degerness, Jr. voice recital,
Hvidsten Hall, Concordia College, 8 p.m.
March 31 — Lar Lubovitch Dance Company, Culture
Bash, Festival Hall, NDSU, 8:15 p.m., $1 students.
April 1 — Minnesota Orchestra, Culture Bash, Concordia
Field House, 4 p.m., $1 students.
April 2 — Eugenie Onegin, International Film Series,
Weld Auditorium, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
April 2 — Preservation Hall Jazz Band, Culture Bash,
CMU Ballroom, 8:15 p.m., $1 students.
April 4 — "Play Misty for Me," SUPB film, Weld
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., 50 cents.
Back again to shock it to you

Ben and Willard

The
Godfather
made us an offer we
couldn't refuse ...
so u/e brought him
back.

_ Evening Show Times:
Ben 7:40, Willard 9:25

TOWN E

1 1 1 • • 11111111

32S5D

Fri. — 6:00, 8:00 & 10:00
Sat. — Sun. —2:00, 4:00,6:00, 8:00, 10:05
Cicely Tyson — Paul Winfield

"SOUNDER"
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235-5717

Burt Reynolds is HOT! Ask Dyan Cannon!

SAFARI I

The plot is simply this:
Webster McGee (O'Neal)
leaves his computer firm to
become a jewel thief. He uses
his first wealthy victim, who
has been involved with various
underhanded money making
ventures, as a sort of pawn with
which to meet other Houston
socialites. At a dinner party he
meets Laura (Bisset),
whereupon he falls in love with
her, takes up residence at her
unfurnished house and proceeds
to rob the very people he
hobnobbed with at the dinner
party.
O'Neal deserves a pat on the
back for making this film work.
As the all too nice Chess
Burglar (he whimsically leaves
a chess piece at each robbery
site), he succeeds in winning
hearts and cheers as each heist
is pulled off. It is O'Neal's class
and good-naturedness that
allows him to say things like,
"In a world of thieves, I wanted
to be an honest one," and get
away with them.
Bisset is another story. She
may not be as amiable, but she
does do a nice job as O'Neal's
lover and part-time accomplice.
She is a woman of tremendous
acting capabilities. However,
very litte of that capability can
be seen in this movie. In fact,
she and her talents seem to be
wasted.
"The Thief Who Came to
Dinner' sparkles with wit and
polished performances. It is a
movie-goer's movie and first
class film entertainment.

iihs startling in its way
' as was 'The Graduate!"
I & II

1
CINEMA II—WEST ACRES
HELD OVER!! 6th WEEK!

NOMINATED
FOR 5 ACADEMY AWARDS
2:00-7:00-9:30

j\DY
NGS
HE
LUES

Nightly
7:00-9:00
Sat. & Sun.
1-3-5-7-9

Neil Simon's

The
Heartbreak
Kid
Stamng CharlesGrodin
Cybill Shepherd as"Kelly"J
Jeannie Berlin
Audra Lindley
and Eddie Albert

SAFAR

ffil

Hy 75 & 94
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dorm elevator vandalism by few
eventually may cost many plenty
By Mary Ann Young
Student abuse of the elevators
in Nelson Hall, both physical
and mechanical, forced the
Nelson-Grantham Dorm
Council to discontinue their use
for three evenings last week.
The abuse included jamming
the doors open with various
objects, urinating in the
elevator, jumping up and down
when the doors are about to
open and pushing the buttons
for all the floors. According to
Ken Reuther, resident directorpart of the
Nelson Hall,
problem lies in "just
ignorance" and a solution may
be "more of an educational
program on use of elevators."

While commending the dorm
council, Reuther noted that
vandalism has mainly gone
down in the past seven years
since he has been dorm director
of Nelson. He feels students
have "more of a respect for
residence hall properties,
maybe because students have to
pay for damages. If individual
students aren't found out —
we'll assess an entire floor.
R A ' s h a v e r e a l l y
Another reason for the lack of communicated the fact that all
success in stopping students physical abuse to students
from abusing the elevators is

Due io Continued
mis use of elevators,
4hey

will noi ^

Service

that it is "not made aware to
students that because the
elevators are not part of their
living quarters they think they
can get by with it," said
Reuther. If the abuse continues,
which is not expected, the
elevators will close for 24 hour
periods.

VeA^ Thur$.,

F r i Irom 7 ^ 4 « C ^
— Us* repair b'W «,s *271.34
;« be o»ft« T «
4 tr rv

properties will be held
accountable to students."
Only a few other reports of
vandalism have been noted in
Nelson recently: there were a
few clocks missing and cherry
bombs thrown from windows.
Enter the Advocate's
Name the Narc Contest.

Send in the name of your
favorite Narc on
campus. The five with
the most votes will
receive the Advocate's
Pete Cochran honorary
Mod squad award. Send
entries to The Advocate,
Moorhead
Box 269,
State College.

r.tws
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DIAMOND
RINGS

Photo by Jeff Liss

Mott bracelets in demand
POW bracelets bearing the
name of Capt. David Mott are
requested for melting down
and use in a plaque, which will
be presented to him upon his
return to North Dakota from
Vietnam.

Your Favorite Cocktails & Beverages

Andrea, 7 and David Jr., 6,
about two weeks after his
release on March 27.

Persons can drop their
bracelets with their own names
in a box in the MSC Student
Senate Office in Comstock
Captain Mott, a native of Memorial Student Union.
Jamestown, ND., has been a
POW for 10 months. He is
The bracelets should be
scheduled to arrive in Fargo to brought in as soon a possible so
be reunited with his wife, the plaque can be made in
Phyllis, and their two children, advance of his return.

Bkli neoWiffcie —wfcJN
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• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

'The City Hall is Just Across
The Street"

Wood's Package Store

(11 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

Good Every Sunday

|Sirloin Steak
Reg.
$2.29

$1.89

complete with
tossed salad,

1552 Main Ave. Fargo
Colti Kegs

HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

235-2221

235-2102

THE KEG

(I.D.'s needed)

Stop At

WALDORF
LIQUORS
Save On All
Your Party Needs
'First Package Store Across The Bridge
On Main Ave."

lumfrisuui
Chevelle Malibu Colonnade
Hardtop Coupe

free checking for life,
no minimum Dalance.

SS's and
Lagunas
in stock.

Walt Sanders Chevrolet
Casselton, N.D.
Twenty Minutes From The F-M Area

. Come on out to

BONSNZS

Great Springtime Values

mom pit

2515 So. University
iPhone 232-3127,

Planning A
Party?

People who drink lots of beer want it good, cold and
cheap. These people go to THE KEG. See ya there.

Texas toast!

(ND FACULTY ONLY

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELV

718 Main, Fargo

620 2nd Ave., Fargo

baked potato and

MSC STUDENTS

CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
SEA-FOOD
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO 150
ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

282-3693

in MOORHEAD

MSC
Sunday
Special

•
•
•
•
•

union state bank, the west acres bank,
people moving ahead, that's what banking is all about.

Open Saturdays Until 4
Phone 347-4451
(toll free)
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Photos and story by Jeff Liss

A group of MSC students take time out to play a game of chance.

game room
means fun
Where does the typical Moorhead State student go if he
thinks he's the worlds greatest
Yucketty Yuck player? Anyone
who has slid the yuck will tell
you it is at the game room in
Comstock Memorial Union. He
might also tell you it is one of
the few pleasures on campus
which is free.
The game room is MSC's
answer to excitement and
relaxation.
When you enter the game
room doors, four pingpong
tables, four pinball machines,
six bowling lanes, ten pool
tables, four chess or checkers
tables, two foosball tables, five
card tables, two electro darts
games, one shuffle board, and
one yucketty yuck game extend
a welcome to you.

If you thought the only place
one could gamble was Las
Vegas you are mistaken. For a
nominal $.45 you can partake in
"red pin" bowling. The bowler
who scores a strike with a red
headpin wins a free game.
The cost of
playing the
various games range from a
rock bottom FREE at the
Yucketty Yuck to $.90 per hour
at the pool tables.
If color T.V. is your secret
desire, there is one at your
disposal.
If you are tired of watching
your hair grow or have had it
with your books, try the game
room for a little refreshing
activity or relaxation.

A devoted pinball player expects a hot streak at CMU'sgame room.

Yucketty Yuck, a game of skill, is being enjoyed by a MSC student.
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human relations forum set

invitation only" bash to celebrate MS
contributions, students most welcome

u:

Moorhead State students are
welcome to attend "MSC Club
Cabaret '76," a communitywide dance party scheduled
April 5 as the climax to "MSC
Appreciation
Day" in
Moorhead-Fargo.
A joint
proclamation has
been issued by Moorhead
Mayor Dwaine Hoberg, an
assistant professor at MSC, and
Fargo Mayor Herschel
Lashkowitz declaring the
special day to underscore the
numerous contributions MSC
has made to the community
during its 86 years here.
The day also will highlight the
half-million dollar current
community fund drive —

"Promise of '76" — the college
is conducting to secure added
scholarships for qualified
students and help expand the
regional and community
service programs of MSC.

parents of students, faculty and
friends of the college.

The Cabaret festivities,
scheduled to begin at 8:30 p.m.
at the Fargo Holiday Inn will
include dance music by two
different bands, including the
22-piece MSC Stage Band, and
entertainment by "The Sound
Advice," an MSC student vocal
and instrumental combo; the
MSC Concert Choir and "Swing
Incorporated," an MSC faculty
combo.

However, current students
"are most welcome," according
to Chet Lacy, MSC director of
development. Students inter
ested in attending have only
to call the "Promise of '76"
Office in the F-M Hotel, 2368191, to obtain invitations.

Admission is free but by
invitation only and invitations
have been mailed to alumni.

The Advocate
needs YOU
(male or female)

to help this spring for

general reporting
and sports reporting
for 1973 -74 in management posts
CONTACT: Editor Steve Webber
Associate Editor Julie Henderson

correction
Last week the Advocate spring fashion show. The
incorrectly reported the supplier was Young America
manufacturer that supplied the and not Straus as reported,
men's fashions for the EOMS

calendar of events
Thursday, March 29
9:30-12 noon — Hill Family TV Show: "Future Commitment & Belief" — Weld
Auditorium
7 p.m. — Spurs Tapping Party — SE & SC Ballroom, Union
6:30 p.m.— Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship — Owens Lounge
7 p.m. — Human Sexuality Program: Value Questions — Human Sexuality —
Panel Discussion — Coffee House, Union
7 p.m. — First meeting of Association for Non-Smokers Rights — Lommen, Room
207
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8p.m. — Open Forum: Questions and Answers on Human Relations Requirements
for Teacher Certification CMU 202.
Friday, March 30
6:30-8:30 p.m. — Faculty-Staff Swimming, Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. — SUPB Free Film Series: Buster Keaton in "The Cameraman — CMU
Lounge
Saturday, March 31
9 a.m.-8 p.m. — Chess Tournament Union, Room 202
Sunday, April 3
10:15 a.m. — Sunday Celebration, United Campus Ministry — Coffee House, Union
11 a.m.-6 p.m. — Chess Tournament— Union, Room 202
1-6 p.m. — Babe Ruth Baseball — Nemzek Fieldhouse
April 2-7 — Tri-College Indian Week
Monday, April 2
10 a.m. — Indian Week speaker EDDIE BENTON, Topic "The Urban Indian" —
Weld Auditorium
2 p.m.— Indian Week Speaker STAN GOODWIN, Topic "The Reservation Indian"
— Weld Auditorium.
6:30-8:30 p.m.— International Films: "Eugenie Onegin" — Weld Auditorium
4 p.m. — Student Senate — Senate Chamber, Union
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. — Series for Performing Arts; PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND —
Union Ballroom
Tuesday, April 3
10a.m. — Indian Week speaker GERALD VIZENOR, Topic "Indian Education"
— Weld Auditorium.
2 p.m.— Indian Week Special Panel Discussion: LEONARD CROWDOG, Indian
Religious Man with Area Christian Ministers — Weld Auditorium.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Wednesday, April 4
10 a.m. — Indian Week speaker: JERRY BUCKANAGA, Topic "Pine Point
School" — Weld Auditorium.
4p.m.— Dining Service Committee — Senate Chambers, Union
5:30 p.m. — Baha'i meeting — Union, Room 218
7:30 p.m. — SUPB Film Series (TBA) — Weld Auditorium
April 6 & 7
Fargo Community Theatre presents "Channels"

An open forum
to solicit
students' reactions to and
answer students questions on
the human relations
requirements for teacher
certification will be held in
Room 202 of the Student Union
at 8 p.m. on Thursday, March
29. Members of the Human
Relations Steering Committee
will be present to answer
students' questions and discuss
student concerns.
Among the topics to be
discussed is the current status
of MSC's 9-point Human

Relations Program and the
future of the program.
The open forum is sponsored
by the MSC chapter of the
Student Minnesota Education
Association (SMEA), -which is
the sole professional
organization for education
majors at MSC.
Nominations are being
accepted at this time for the
positions of president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer,
publicity chairperson and
program coordintor of MSC
SMEA for the 1973-74 school
year.

want ads_
FIGHT a discriminatory wage policy
for college students: BOYCOTT
MCDONALD'S.
DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
EQUAL pay for Equal
BOYCOTT MCDONALD'S.

HOW can MSC students register their
protest of the McDonald's Corp.
backing of the minimum wage
differential? Boycott McDonald's.
DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.

PERSONAL: Wanda! You win the
bet. That sweater you saw was a
cardigan. Melvin.
WANTED: People interested in
working on a travel program. See
Denny Steussy in SUPB, Room 222 after
3 p.m. "Fringe benefits."

Work!

DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
ATTENTION! Boycott McDonald's
buttons, 25c, sold in the office of the
Student Senate president.
DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
WHAT CAN MSC students do to fight
a discriminatory subminimum wage
law for college students? BOYCOTT
MCDONALD'S!
DON'T
boycott McDonald.s They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
WHO endorsed the McDonald's
boycott? The National Student Lobby,
the National Student Association, The
Moorhead State College Young
Republicans, that's who!
DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.

BOYCOTT MCDONALD'S boycott
mcdonald's BOYCOTT McDONALD'S
boycott mcdonald's BOYCOTT
McDONALD'S boycott mcdonald's
BOYCOTT McDONALD'S boycott
mcdonald's BOYCOTT McDONALD'S.

DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.

FOR SALE: Fencing foil and mask —
best offer. Call 232-0946.
SHAKLEE PRODUCTS: Basic-H ...
Organic, biogradable; safe for
anything washable in water. For
further info., phone 236-3779, on
campus.
WANTED: All fjreshman girls to be
1973-74 Spurs. Year of fun, service and
friendship. Come and meet us tonight,
7 p.m., Union Ballroom.
CONTEST: Enter: First Annual
International Rubber Band Boat
Regatta: For Info, see D. Steussy,
SUPB office after 3 p.m. It's for real!

Merfc
Dune Buggys
and
Custom VW Parts
915 1st Ave. N.

THE BUG BED

FOR SALE: Boycott McDonald's
buttons, 25c, sold in the office of the
Student Senate president.

DON'T Boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
BOYCOTT
McDONALD'S:
Information, posters, buttons in the
office of the Student Senate president.

DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.
FREE: Boycott McDonald's posters
in the office of the Student Senate
president.
DON'T boycott McDonald's. They
employ a lot of students and help us
through school.

SOLITAIRE
REFLECTIONS

Honda.
% :i«

PREGNANT AND ALONE? Call
BIRTHRIGHT. The volunteers will
provide free confidential help, help
without pressure. They'll listen
anytime ... anywhere. Call anytime
Monday — Friday. 701-237-9955.

...

Moorhead
Phone 236-6298
Open 6:30-10:00
Mon.-Fri.

Prices go up Apr. 2.
Buy now and save at:

University
Motors, Inc.
1920— 12th Avenue North
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

DR. HARLAN GEIGER

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 238-1292

A brilliant, perfect Keepsake
diamond of clear white color
and precise modern cut. Keep
sake . . . there is no finer dia
mond ring.

A free dinner for two with
each engagement ring.

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
702 CENTER AVE., MOORHEAD

233-1624

FARGO JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Fargo, N . Dak. 58102
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workshop to be held dealing with high potential child
College students as well as
interested area parents and
teachers are encouraged to
attend a one-day workshop
dealing with creativity and high
potential children, scheduled
for April 7 at Moorhead State
College.
Co-sponsored by MSC and the
area's Association for High
Potential Children (AHPC), the
workshop will feature in the
afternoon Dr. Joel Finkelstein,
child psychiatrist with the
Minneapolis Clinic of
Psychiatry and Neurology. He
will speak on "Psychological
Problems with the High
Potential Child " at 1 p.m. in
Weld Hall Auditorium.

FREE
COFFEE
if our parking lot is
empty.

auto
dine
10th and Main, Moorhead

The morning format in
Comstock Memorial Student
Union, will center about eight
different hour-long workshops
and will offer attendees a
chance to participate in two.
Topics covered will be "Poet
in the Classroom," "Adding
Crea tivity to Family
Bookshelves," "Creative
Problem Solving," "Junior
Great Books Demonstration,"
"Composing with Children,"
"Relating to Your Children,"
"Public Schools and Gifted
Programs" and "The Inner
Workings of the Creative
Mind."
Both college graduates and
undergraduates may earn one

college credit at the workshop
and lunch facilities will be
available on campus for those

registration details call Ms.
Robert E. Olson, program
For more information and chairman, at 233-6539.

Special Education awarded
$46,000 federal grant
Moorhead State College
Adjunctive Educational
Services recently was notified
of a U.S. Office of Education
grarit of $46,000 for he 1973-74
school year to further its
program of preparing teachers
in special education.
MSC has received the grant

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION • • • • C A L L

for a number of years but this
latest is a $21,000 increase over
last year's award and
represents the only grant of its
kind awarded in Minnesota that
was increased over last year,
according to Dr. Ed Sontag, a
liaison officer with the Office of
Education.
Dr. John Wasson, director of

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing & Wrecker
Service

CITY CAB

233-1354

NO METERS

participating.

Adjunctive Educational
Services in the MSC Education
Department, says the latest
award will be used to help
expand the teaching staff for
teachers training in work with
mentally handicapped children,
for traineeship grants to some
students majoring in the field
and for help with supplies and
equipment.

unien
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COME MEETSOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE

24 HOUR SERVICE

COLD KEGS "^ e

Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave.. Moorhead

When you enroll in Air
Force ROTC you can get
more than a chance at a
scholarship and a chance at
free flying lessons...

\bu

getatax-free
monthly
personal
allowance of
$1001
Interested?

Contact
Major Schindler
At 237-8186

You'll find more than a
scholarship in the Air Force
ROTC.

FEATURING
SHOES WITH

Under New

II Hill

YOU

59 N 5TH ST - FARGO N OAK
PHONE 237-0481

$5.98 LP's for
$4.98 LP's for

*3.99
*2.99

ALSO ANTIQUES, PAINTINGS AND TAPESTRIES

Haircuts

235-3109

Gypsy Haircuts
Page Boy Haircuts
London Bob Haircuts
Short Layered Haircuts

NATURAL LOOKS

03

Q
O
cn
03
LL

Tom s ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So.

IN MIND
Monday-Thursday Nites

One Hour Martinizing
IS AMEMBEROFTHE

F.M. STUDENT CO-OPERATIVE U N I O N

Entitling You To A 20%
Discount On All Dry Cleaning
S. Plaza, 1621 S. University Dr., Fargo
Holiday Mall, Moorhead
701 Bdwy., Fargo

Bronk's Package Store
20 S. University Dr. — Fargo
Phone 235-3122

these two rings nestle as if
made for each other - which
they are. From our matchless
selection of wedding sets.

...the same great beer
every time.
jeweuks
Since 1914

DOWNTOWN FARGO
ANDWEST ACRES

Distributed by
See Rodger, Rog, or
Joel and get expert
advice for your
SPRING PARTIES.

Beverage Wholesalers
Fargo-Moorhead
Ask for Schmidt in KEGS
at your favorite outlet.
2isnrtertJ>
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tracksters face Cobber revenge

John Tiemann breaks the tape in one of his two distance victories.
Photo by Kurt Hegland.

By Jeff Tiedeman
Moorhead State will try to
continue their dominance over
inter-city rival Concordia
College tonight in the City of
Moorhead dual track meet at
Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.

Field events will begin at 6
p.m. with running events slated
for 7 p.m.
The Dragons, who have
beaten the Cobbers in five
straight meets, easily won the
MSC-Dragon Invitational last

intramurals

Spring intramurals has now begun at Moorhead State College,
with two tournaments already completed.
In the badminton tournament, Mike Nider and Line Woodbury
captured first place in men's doubles, with Nider and Mary Sass
winning the coed doubles.
The Brewers were the winners of the intramural hockey
tournament for winter quarter. The Brewers defeated the Rangers
for the title.
4
The budgeting for next year will get under way soon. Anyone
wishing information on intramural budgeting should contact the
Student Senate or Dr.Phillips of the Economics Department.
Listed below is spring quarter's scheduled intramural events,
with registration deadlines and starting dates.
Registration
Deadline
Basketball
Badminton
Volleyball Tournament
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
Softball
Horseshoes
Trapshoot

March 9
March 14
March 30
Apr. 6
Apr. 12
Apr. 25
At Meet

MEN
Badminton-Doubles
Swimming
Indoor Track
Weightliff ing
Tennis-Doubles
Racquet ball-Doubles
Softball-Slow Pitch
Soccer
Horseshoes
Tug of War
Trapshoot
Outdoor Track

March 12
March 19
March 27
March 28
March 30
Apr. 12
Apr. 11
Apr. 20
Apr. 24
May 1
At Meet
May 15

Competition
Begins

Participation-Place
Points-Last to 1st

Week of March 12
March 15
Apr. 2
Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 26
Week of May 7

March 13
March 20
March 28
March 29
Apr. 2
Apr. 16
Apr. 12
Apr. 23
Apr. 25
May 2
Week of May 7
May 16

50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75

Thursday at Nemzek.

Winning by 27 points did not
exactly please coach Ron
Masanz. "It was far from our
best performance," Masanz
said. "We knew we would have
a letdown after the conference
meet, but our times were not
very good.
Leading the Dragons were
Dale Kobley (sr-Pelican
Rapids) and John Tiemann (frSt. Paul Highland Park).
Robley set a Dragon indoor
mark in the shot put with a toss
of 54-3, bettering his previous
record by 4V2 inches.
"That was Dale's best effort
of the season, Masanz said. "I
think he's got an excellent
chance to make 55 feet now —
clearing 54 feet was a
psychological hurdle for him."

25-75
Tiemann is the Dragons only
500500 doul:,le winner, capturing the
25.75 mile and the two mile.
25-75
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75
25-75
25-75
25-75

Dragons face road trip

Concordia may find the
Dragons depth and balance a bit
overpowering, but have capable
performers in the long jump
Moorhead State College
and the middle distances with embarks Saturday on an eightLaurie Anderson and Bob Seim. game southern road trip that
starts the 1973 Dragon baseball
schedule.
Moorhead won nine events in
the MSC-Dragon Invitational to
The trip includes a six game
garner 79 points. The Univeristy schedule against Illinois
of North Dakota placed second schools, including a single game
with 52, followed by Northern with national power Southern
State (23) and St. John's (6). Illinois University.

The Dragons then wind up
their road trip with a double
header at Collegeville against
St. John's University on
Saturday, April 7.
Coach Bill Thomas will take a

twenty man squad on the trip.
Prime concern for Thomas is
finding pitching support for
Mike Wilson (sr-Dumont), who
was unbeaten in four Northern
Intercollegiate Conference
starts last spring and an AllNIC choice.
Paul Heerwald (srMoorhead) and George Spanish
(jr-Hibbing) are expected to
gain starting assignments in the
Dragon's pitching rotation.
Another question that will be
answered by the trip is who will
play third base when Heerwald
is pitching.

this week's sports
Tennis
April 4 — Concordia — Nemzek —5:30p.m.
Track
March 29 — City of Moorhead Dual — Nemzek — 6 p.m.
April 5 — MSC-Dakota Invitational — Nemzek — 6 p.m.
Baseball
April 2 — Bradley University — Peoria,IL — 1p.m. (2)
April 3 — University of Missouri — St. Louis — 3 p.m. (2)
April 4 — Southern Illinois University-Cardondale, IL — 3p.m
April 5 — Quincy College — Quincy,IL — 3 p.m.

women face challenging spring season
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By Gayle Cossette

The women's intercollegiate
track team opens its season
tomorrow in an indoor meet at
Concordia at 4:30 p.m., along
with the University of North
Dakota and North Dakota State
University.
Coach Dee Watson was
optimistic about their chances
in tomorrow's meet. "We think
that our 440 relay team should
go undefeated this year. We've
got some hurdlers back, we
have four high jumpers this
year where .we didn't have any
before and we have a lot of
speed in our sprints."
According to Watson, one thing
that is lacking on the team is
good distance runners,
especially in the mile.
After the Concordia meet,
Watson will be busy preparing
her team for the MSC
invitational April 7, one of the
biggest meets of the year with
approximately 15 schools
invited.
Besides track, a women's
extra-mural softball team has
been formed with Miss
Margaret Moore as coach. The
15-member team practices
Monday through Thursday at 4
p.m.
So far, games against NDSU
and Mayville State are planned
but no definite schedule has
been set.
Women interested in softball
on the intramural level can now
sign up their teams. Forms are
available at Alex Nemzek Hall
and must be turned in by April
12 on which day an
organizational meeting will be
held.

football to start
By Jeff Tiedeman
Moorhead State College
spring football practice beings
with indoor conditioning on
April 2. Outdoor practice starts
will start April 9.
Anyone interested in trying
out for the team should contact
Coach Ross Fortier at Alex
Nemzek.
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

18C

KIDDIE
BURGER

NAME THE
COFFEEHOUSE CONTEST

PRIZE: '10.00
ENTRY FORM

10th and Main, Moorhead

I. All entries must be in no later than April 10,
1973.

Name the Coffeehouse contest

II. Entry boxes are located at S.U.P.B. Office,
Et Cetra Shop, and KMSC.

Name of Entry
Name
Address

"For Little Hands"

auto dine

C.rtifK.t. lor 'UMn.hi..'
in the Coffeehouse
CONTEST PROCEDURES

Phone No.

I
I
I
I
I
I
JL

III. Entries will be judged by the Coffee House
Committee.
IV. No. S.U.P.B. member will be eligible to
participate in the contest.
V. The contest winner will be announced in the
Coffee House on April 14, 1973.
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McDonald's announces
another public service
Sunday is
day at McDonald's
We are giving KFME 25%
of our gross sales Sunday
to help them stay in business.
EAT AT MCDONALD'S SUNDAY
& HELP SAVE KFME.

others we've helped
+ Muscular Distrophy Telethon
We gave over $6,400.
+ Special Olympics for Retarded Children.
We gave over 1,500 hamburgers,
trench fries and drinks
+ KFME AUCTION
3 years we've fed their
volunteers.
-f Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Campfire Girls
YMCA Indian Guides, Indian Princesses,
Migrant Workers Children.

FARGO &
MOORHEAD

McDonald's
u
U,
your kind of place does it again

